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Media transformation and new practices of citizenship: the example of environmental activism in post-apartheid Durban

Clive Barnett examines the relationship between media restructuring and new patterns of political mobilisation to assess the nature of democratisation.

The South African nation

Ivor Chipkin considers South African nation-building and democracy through a look at ANC and BC conceptualisations of “freedom” and “the people”.

The limits of popular democracy: women’s organisations, feminism and the UDF

Shireen Hassim examines the contours and consequences of tensions between women’s feminist politics and national liberation in the UDF during the 1980s.

Psycho-medical discourse in South African research on teenage pregnancy

Catriona Macleod and Kevin Durrheim apply a Foucauldian analysis to the scientific literature on teenage pregnancy.

Rethinking justice, equality and rights: communitarian challenges for an atomistic-liberalist view of the South African Constitution and Bill of Rights

Yusef Waghid argues for new interpretations of justice, equality and rights outlined within a communitarian deliberative democratic framework.
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